
Kiss Me 481 

Chapter 481: You Killed Her? 

Zuo Weiyi lowered her head and did not speak. However, tears still fell. 

The sight of her crying made Zuo Yi’s heart ache even more. “Alright, alright, alright. Let’s not cry 

anymore.” 

Then, he turned his head and glared fiercely at Shi Yuting! 

“Weiyi, I heard that you went to look for Tengtang Xi last night. What happened exactly? Why did you 

have to go look for her all of a sudden?” 

Zuo Yi’s tone became serious. Most importantly, he knew how much Tengtang Xi hated her. If Zuo Weiyi 

went to look for her, she would definitely be at a disadvantage. 

Hearing his words, Zuo Weiyi raised her eyes and lowered them again. 

“She… is dead.” 

Upon hearing this, Zuo Yi’s eyes widened in shock. 

“You killed her?” 

At this question, Zuo Weiyi became loss for words. 

Was she the one who killed her? 

“She tried to push me into the sea, but she accidentally fell in the end. I… didn’t save her.” 

On the side, Shi Le and Shi Yuting also listened quietly and didn’t say anything. 

“She tried to push you into the sea?” 

“Last night, after you fell asleep, I received a text message from her. She asked me if I wanted to know 

how my child died. So I couldn’t help but go out to sea with her.” 

“How can you be so stupid? Don’t you know that she wants to kill you all the time?” 

“I know.” Zuo Weiyi looked up at Zuo Yi with determined eyes. “But she killed my child. I want her to pay 

with her life!” 

Zuo Yi was stunned. “You’re saying that Tengtang Xi was the one who shot you?” 

Zuo Weiyi nodded. 

“Then you shouldn’t have gone to look for her alone. What if something actually happened?” Although 

she was safe now, Zuo Yi still broke out in cold sweat when he thought about it. 

However, how did she fight against Tengtang Xi alone? She looked unharmed. 

“I wasn’t alone. I gave… ” she glanced at Shi Yuting from the corner of her eyes. “I had sent him a 

message.” 



Zuo Yi still felt that she was too impulsive. 

“In the future, why don’t you just leave this matter to that bastard? Why do you have to go alone? It’s 

so dangerous!” 

Zuo Yi’s words undoubtedly triggered Zuo Weiyi’s pain, and tears fell again. 

“He already knew about this…” 

Zuo Yi’s expression changed when he heard this. “What?! He knew about this all along?! 

Zuo Weiyi nodded. 

“Then why didn’t he solve it?” 

Shi Yuting did not say a word. 

If even she could not listen to his explanation, how could the stubborn Zuo Yi listen to it? Explaining will 

only make things worse. 

On the other hand, Shi Le, who was standing by the side, believed that he must have had a reason. 

Back then, for the sake of Weiyi, he did not even hesitate to turn against his biological grandfather, so 

how could he not act for her and their child? 

The must be a reason why he did not take care of this matter. 

He must have explained it to her. However, women were more sensitive in this matter, so it was no 

wonder that she misunderstood him. 

Women should be persuaded to be convinced! 

“Grandpa, I want to stay at your place for a few days,” Zuo Weiyi suddenly said with her head lowered. 

Zuo Yi knew what she was thinking, and he was eager to protect his granddaughter, so he agreed 

immediately. “Okay!” 

Beside her, Shi Yuting opposed, “I don’t agree!” 

He knew that she was feeling wronged, but if she really went to the presidential villa, he would have a 

lower chance to explain himself! 

Chapter 482: Breaking Into the Presidential Villa 

Even if she might not listen to his explanation. 

However, regardless of whether he agreed or not, in the afternoon, Zuo Weiyi still stuck to her choice of 

going to the presidential villa. 

Shi Yuting also went, but was rejected by Zuo Yi at the doorstep! 

“Zuo Weiyi!” He was so angry that he slammed the door! 

In the living room, Zuo Weiyi heard his voice coming from the door. She only glanced back, then turned 

around and prepared to go upstairs. 



“If you don’t come out now, I’m going to force my way in!” 

Zuo Weiyi’s footsteps paused, but in the end, she continued walking up the stairs. 

On the side, Uncle Yu could not help but speak after watching everything. 

Although he said this directly to Zuo Yi on the couch, it was also indirectly speaking to Zuo Weiyi. 

“Sir, if the young man were to force his way in now, wouldn’t he trigger the security system? Those are 

infrared devices that can’t be seen by the naked eye. If he were to force his way in, it would be very 

dangerous.” 

Hearing this, Zuo Weiyi could not help but stop on the steps and turn towards Uncle Yu. 

Hearing Uncle Yu’s words, Zuo Yi fell into deep thought. 

That rascal’s personality was indeed a little irritable sometimes. If he was truly stubborn, he might really 

barge in! 

This was the presidential villa. The security system was top-notch and should not be underestimated. 

“Go and tell him that this isn’t any other place. If he forcefully barges in, he will die!” 

Hearing this, Uncle Yu glanced at Zuo Weiyi at the stairs and walked towards the main door. 

After a while, Uncle Yu walked back in. After glancing at the stairs, he turned to Zuo Yi and said, “Mr. Shi 

said that if Miss doesn’t go out, or if you don’t let him in, he will really have to force his way in.” 

“Then let him force his way in. After all, he’s not my grandson!” Zuo Yi acted as if he didn’t care, but he 

still stole a glance at his granddaughter. 

Hearing his words, Zuo Weiyi’s heart tightened. 

She knew Shi Yuting’s personality too well. If he truly meant it, he might really force his way in. 

Although she did not know how powerful the security system of the presidential villa was, from what 

Uncle Yu just said, it was definitely very dangerous. 

“Beep beep beep beep… ” 

Just as she thought it, an alarm suddenly sounded from outside the door! 

In the living room, the three people looked up and were shocked! 

Especially Zuo Weiyi – her face instantly turned pale! 

“Oh no, Mr. Shi has really forced his way in!” 

Uncle Yu cried out in alarm and rushed to the main entrance. 

In an instant, Zuo Weiyi was frozen in place, only regaining her senses a few seconds later before rushing 

to the main entrance with an anxious expression! 

“Shi Yuting!” 



She was extremely frightened and blurted out his name as soon as she rushed out of the door. 

When she ran out, she saw the man lying on the ground at the courtyard entrance. Her heart dropped. 

“Shi Yuting… ” 

She was so anxious that tears were streaming from her eyes. She rushed to the man’s side anxiously. 

“Shi Yuting… You…” 

She was crying and wanted to find out what had happened to him. However, in the next second, her 

body was suddenly wrapped up by a pair of strong arms. She was stunned and her tears stopped 

abruptly. 

After a long while, she came to her senses and pushed the man in front of her away! 

So he was faking it! 

Pushing him away, she got up and walked into the house, a little angry. 

It was not easy for him to go in, so Shi Yuting was not about to miss the opportunity and followed her 

into the living room. 

After entering the living room, Zuo Weiyi went straight upstairs and locked the door behind her before 

he entered! 

Chapter 483: Mr. Shi, Your Hand.. 

Shi Yuting was once again locked out. 

Standing in front of the door, he knew that it would take some time for her to forgive him. 

At this moment, Uncle Yu walked up. 

“Mr. Shi, your hand… ” 

Just now, Shi Yuting was not faking it. 

That was because the security alarm system would not automatically sound for no reason. It must have 

been triggered after he had really broken in. 

Shi Yuting had indeed been injured by the infrared ray. 

However, if it had been anyone else, they would definitely have lost their lives. 

Shi Yuting had received his father’s hellish training since he was eight years old. He had once lived with 

the beasts so he had some understanding of tolerating dangerous situation, including the tight safety 

systems. Instinctively, he could locate the fatal part was. 

However, he was still injured. 

Following Uncle Yu’s line of sight, Shi Yuting looked down at his bleeding wrist. 

“I’ll go get the doctor.” 

After saying that, Uncle Yu turned around and went downstairs. 



In the room, she was not able to hear the conversation between Uncle Yu and Shi Yuting, who now 

stood alone outside the door. 

Throughout the afternoon, she did not come out, and Shi yuting did not knock on the door once, so she 

could not tell whether he had left or not. 

It was time for dinner, and Uncle Yu came to knock on the door. 

“Miss, it’s time for dinner.” 

Hearing Uncle Yu’s voice, Zuo Weiyi opened the door slightly and looked around. When she realized that 

there was only Uncle Yu at the door, she opened the door completely. 

“He’s gone?” 

She asked at Uncle Yu, but Uncle Yu only smiled gently, then turned around and walked downstairs. 

Zuo Weiyi frowned. Did he leave, or did he not? 

She went downstairs and just as she reached the dining room, she saw Shi Yuting sitting at the dining 

table, apart from her grandfather. 

She was stunned as she met his deep and calm gaze. 

Just as she was about to turn around, Zuo Yi’s voice rang out. “Weiyi, come and sit beside grandpa.” 

Hearing her grandfather’s voice, Zuo Weiyi gave up on the idea of going upstairs. 

After pausing for a few seconds, she slowly walked to the dining table and sat down opposite Shi Yuting. 

“Let’s eat!” 

Zuo Yi started eating first, followed by Shi Yuting and Zuo Weiyi. 

During dinner, Shi Yuting did not say anything except for Zuo Yi who spoke occasionally. 

“Weiyi, this is your favorite braised pork ribs. Do eat more.” Zuo Yi said with a smile. Then, he looked at 

Shi Yuting at the side. 

This rascal, why doesn’t he act like he’s trying to persuade his wife? 

So Zuo Yi winked at him, trying to send a signal 

When he met Zuo Yi’s gaze, Shi Yuting frowned slightly. Only then did he understand. 

He glanced at the person in front of him, then raised his chopsticks and picked up a piece of braised pork 

ribs and placed it into her bowl. 

Noticing the pork ribs that suddenly appeared in her bowl, Zuo Weiyi’s chopsticks paused. Then, she 

picked up the pork ribs, threw them on the table, and continued eating. 

Zuo Yi was shocked by her stubbornness. 

But then, he thought of Shen Yuxi from back then. 



Her personality was really like her grandmother’s. 

After eating a bowl of rice, Zuo Weiyi put her chopsticks down and got up. “I’m full-” 

She suddenly paused. 

Just as she got up, she saw that there was a thick layer of gauze wrapped around Yuting’s right wrist. 

Although it was hidden in his sleeve, it was still faintly visible. 

Seeing the gauze around his wrist, her heart raced a little. 

‘What’s wrong with his hand?” 

Chapter 484: Open to Coercion, not Persuasion 

When she came back to her senses, she looked away. “I’m full.” 

After saying that, she turned around and left the dining room. 

Shi Yuting did not say anything as he watched her leave. However, he did not continue eating either. 

Instead, he stared blankly at the braised pork ribs that she had thrown on the dining table. 

Looking at the young couple, Zuo Yi could not help but cough twice. Then, he said, “This… woman… 

sometimes she needs to be persuaded. If she can’t be persuaded well, then… force her!” 

Hearing Zuo Yi’s sudden voice, Shi Yuting raised his long and narrow eyes. When he met Zuo Yi’s cunning 

eyes, he wondered, was this still the strict, aloof, and extremely dignified president? 

However.. 

Force her? 

Perhaps there are times when women are more open to coercion instead of persuasion? 

At this thought, the corners of Shi Yuting’s mouth curled up slightly. No one could guess what he was 

thinking at this moment. 

After dinner, Zuo Weiyi still locked herself in the bedroom. 

However, as she lay on the bed, the only thing on her mind was Shi Yuting’s wrist wrapped in gauze. 

He seemed to be injured. 

The more she thought about it, the more uneasy she felt. 

She got up and wanted to open the door to ask Uncle Yu about it. However, just as her hand touched 

the doorknob, she paused again. 

She was clearly angry, so why should she care about what happened to his hand? 

Anyway, he was fine, so his hand should be fine. 

Thinking of this, she returned to the bed and lay down. 

She stared at the ceiling, but could not fall asleep. 



The night was getting late, and only then did Zuo Weiyi feel the onset of sleepiness. 

But just as she was half asleep, she suddenly felt something crawl into her bed and set itself in position 

comfortably. 

She was shocked. Just as she was about to sit up, the man’s hand quickly wrapped around her slender 

waist and held her tightly in his arms. 

She recognized the familiar smell and aura of the person beside. 

However, she was a little surprised. She had locked the door from the inside. How did he get in?! 

Thinking that he did not care about losing his child at all, Zuo Weiyi’s heart was still very hurt. She 

suddenly grabbed the man’s wrist and forcefully pulled his hands apart! 

Then, she quickly sat up and jumped off the bed. Using a dim lamp, she looked at the man on the bed. 

“How did you get in?!” 

She used quite a bit of strength just now, and Yuting’s brows were slightly knitted. His expression hinted 

a little pain, but he did not make a sound. 

Under the dim light, Zuo Weiyi did not notice his expression. She only looked at him angrily. 

The man sat up. His voice was slightly deep, yet extremely magnetic, like the worldly sound of nature. 

“Window,” he said casually. 

Zuo Weiyi was stunned. 

Window? 

She turned her head and looked at the window that was illuminated by the moonlight. He came through 

the window? 

This man was too cunning! 

He could actually do such a childish act! 

“Get out!” She turned back and said angrily. 

The man was now sitting on the bed. Under the dim light, his handsome face looked innocent and 

pitiful. 

“I have nowhere to sleep.” 

“It has nothing to do with me!” 

“Then it has nothing to do with you that I sleep here?” 

In the dark room, she could sense the mischievousness in his voice; she was speechless! 

“It does matter!” 

“Where do you think I should sleep tonight?” 



“I said it doesn’t matter to me!” 

Chapter 485: If You Bully Me Again, Why Don’t You Just Come Back? 

“Then I’ll sleep here.” As he said that, the man had already lifted the blanket by himself and laid down 

once again. 

“…” 

Standing there, Zuo Weiyi was both angry and helpless! 

“Shi Yuting! You’re bullying me because I can’t argue with you!” 

“Then why don’t you bully me again?” 

“If I can’t even argue with you, how can I bully you back?!” 

“For example…” the man’s voice paused. He suddenly lifted the blanket and got down from the bed. His 

tall and imposing figure approached her. “Try to block my mouth. Just don’t let me talk, okay?” 

Although the room was a little dark, Zuo Weiyi could still clearly see his figure approach her step by step. 

His own mouth. What was he saying? Could she block it just because she said so? 

“What do you want to say, how could I block it?!” 

“Sure.” The man got closer and closer. 

And Zuo Weiyi, who was standing at the same spot, did not seem to feel the danger approaching. 

Instead, she looked serious. “What can I do?” 

“Like this…” as soon as he finished speaking, the man reached out and pulled her to him. Then, he 

leaned his face to block her pink lips forcefully! 

“Oh-” 

In an instant, Zuo Weiyi realized that she had been tricked again! 

She reached out her hand angrily and tried to push the man away! 

However, the man’s hand, even with the blood-stained gauze, did not intend to let go of her. Instead, he 

tightened his grip and pressed her against his chest. The kiss was overbearing and crazy! 

Zuo Weiyi was very angry and tried her best to resist. However, slowly, she was conquered by the kiss. 

Her body relaxed and softened until she was so weak that she could not support herself. She was almost 

paralyzed until his strong hand lifted her up. However, he had no intention of ending the kiss. Instead, 

he carried her to the bedside, things were becoming more and more intense! 

She was intoxicated by his kiss and let out decadent sounds occassionally. 

Her extremely seductive voice undoubtedly fueled the fire in Shi Yuting’s body, which became 

increasingly difficult to control. He raised his hand and directly tore off her pajamas! 

Hearing a ‘rip’, Zuo Weiyi was jolted back to her senses! 



She was really… too useless! 

But now, she actually did not have the strength to resist at all, and was even somewhat unable to 

endure being teased by him for a long time. 

The dimly lit room suddenly lit up. 

Shi Yuting did not like to make love to her in the dark. He liked to admire her proud and sexy figure, 

which was fully exposed under his body. He liked her seductive voice and that expression of not daring 

to shout because she could not bear it, which made him cherish her very much. 

After the intense moment, Zuo Weiyi could not face him like this. She was obviously angry, but.. 

She could not resist his body and kiss. She was devoured by him in an instant! 

She turned her body sideways with her back to him and gripped the quilt tightly. She looked angry as if 

she did not want to talk to him anymore! 

Suddenly, a hand gently caressed her slender waist. Then, a warmth came from her back. 

“When I rushed to the airport, I found out that Tengtang Xi had killed our child. I thought it wouldn’t be 

too late to deal with her after I returned. I didn’t expect her to use the child to lure you out to sea. If I 

had known, I definitely wouldn’t have gone to Country Z first.” 

His deep voice gently reached her ear from behind, stopping her from taking his hand away from her 

waist. She quietly listen to his explanation. 

Chapter 486: I’ll go get the First Aid Kit! 

“I don’t care about our child, but losing you will make me suffer even more.” 

As he spoke, Zuo Weiyi’s heart trembled. 

A sweet and sour bitterness streaked across her heart, making her feel both happy and sad. 

“But, that’s our first child…” thinking about the loss, her heart still hurt. 

“I know, that’s why I’m working hard.” He was working hard to have a second child as soon as possible. 

After listening to his words, Zuo Weiyi didn’t speak again. 

Actually, she also knew that he had something important to do that day. He had to return to Di Zun, or 

else he wouldn’t have rushed to Country Z for the New Year. 

Moreover, the Tengtang Xi family had already lost power. No one had expected that something like that 

would suddenly happen last night. 

In fact, if she hadn’t gone out to sea with Tengtang Xi, he would have dealt with her when he came back, 

wouldn’t he? 

In fact, as long as she calmed down and thought about it carefully, he really hadn’t done anything 

wrong. 



The only thing wrong was that he hadn’t expected Tengtang Xi to harbor ill intentions during the few 

days he was away. 

“Oh right, your hand…” 

She suddenly remembered that his hand was wrapped in gauze. Zuo Weiyi turned around and was just 

about to check his wrist when she saw the gauze that had long been dyed red with blood! 

She was shocked and sat up abruptly. “Your hand is bleeding!” 

At this moment, Shi Yuting also noticed that the wound had split open. 

It was indeed a little painful just now, and the light was dim, so he did not notice that the wound had 

split open. 

“I’ll go get the first aid kit!” With that, Zuo Weiyi quickly got up from the bed! 

Just as she opened the door, two figures almost fell into her! 

Looking at her grandpa and Uncle Yu in front of her, Zuo Weiyi looked at them in astonishment. 

“Grandpa, Uncle Yu? What are you two doing?” 

Zuo Yi did not expect the door to be opened so suddenly. He immediately straightened his posture and 

pretended that nothing happened. 

“Oh, I- I came to take a look. Where did that rascal go? He was clearly still there just now, but he 

suddenly disappeared.” After saying that, he turned to Uncle Yu and said, “Let’s go and see if that rascal 

has left.” 

As he said that, the two of them seemed embarrassed and quickly disappeared quietly. 

Watching the two of them leave, Zuo Weiyi was still a little stunned. 

However, at this moment, she did not think too much about it. Instead, she went downstairs and 

brought the medical kit up. 

“How did your hand get injured?” She asked as she cleaned the blood stains and changed a new gauze. 

ShiYuting looked down at her beautiful face and said in a deep voice, “I can only say that your grandpa’s 

security system is too good.” 

He thought that he would be able to barge in unscathed, but he was still injured. 

Hearing this, Zuo Weiyi raised her head. 

Security system? 

He was injured when he forced his way in in the afternoon? 

So he wasn’t faking it at that time, he was really injured.. 

Thinking of this, Zuo Weiyi suddenly felt very guilty. 



Just now, it must have been because she had grabbed and pulled at him so hard that his wound had 

reopened. 

But he didn’t say a word just now. Didn’t he know pain? 

“I-I’m sorry.” She guiltily lowered her head and tied the gauze into a beautiful bow. 

Shi Yuting raised his long and narrow eyes and furrowed his brows slightly. “Why are you apologizing?” 

Chapter 487: As Long as My Lady’s Anger Subsides 

She looked up and glanced at him before looking down again. “I didn’t notice your injured hand.” 

Looking at her face that was filled with guilt, Shi Yuting’s lips curled up as he reached out and pulled her 

into his embrace. A low and seductive voice sounded above her head. 

“As long as my lady’s anger subsides, this injury is nothing.” He smiled seductively. 

Zuo Weiyi raised her head and became a little speechless by his words. 

Just for a beautiful woman’s smile, an injured hand is worth it? 

“Naturally, it’s not just to make this beauty smile, but… to get in bed with you!” As soon as he finished 

speaking, he had already lifted the blanket and pulled her into his embrace. Then, he laid down and 

reached out with one hand to turn off the bedside lamp. In an instant, there was not a single ray of light 

in the bedroom, only the faint moonlight outside the window. 

Zuo Weiyi was still in a daze. 

He wants to get in bed with me? 

No, did he say what was on her mind just now? That can’t be, right? 

But, how did he know what was on her mind? 

“Shi Yuting…” 

“SLEEP!” 

She still wanted to speak, but he held her tightly in his embrace. His low and seductive voice rang out 

once again, “Or do you not want to sleep and want to do something ‘else’?” 

When she heard that, Zuo Weiyi paused. 

Something else? 

When she realized what he meant by ‘something else’, Zuo Weiyi was so scared that she did not dare to 

move anymore. She obediently lay in his arms and pressed her face against his warm and sturdy chest. 

She fell asleep to his unique scent. 

In the morning. 



Early in the morning, Zuo Yi was sitting on the couch with a smug look on his face. He looked at Uncle 

Yu, who was waiting on him, and said, “I told you, this woman must be persuaded. If I don’t persuade 

her, how can I get my greatgrandson earlier? Don’t you think so?” 

“Yes, when you want to get your greatgrandchild, it will depend on how hard Mr. Shi works.” Uncle Yu 

smiled, his face full of anticipation. 

At the steps from the third floor, Zuo Weiyi suddenly became a little shy, as if she did not want to go 

downstairs with Shi Yuting. 

“What are you doing?” Seeing her shyness, Shi Yuting turned his head and looked at her in confusion. 

Zuo Weiyi glanced at him with an awkward expression. 

She told him, “You- you go down first.” 

He frowned, and then, as if seeing the reason for her awkwardness, he curved his lips and went 

downstairs first. 

On the living room couch, seeing him come downstairs alone, Zuo Yi was a little puzzled. “What about 

Weiyi?” 

“She… seems a little awkward,” he said. 

Zuo Yi was stunned. 

Embarrassed? 

He looked up and saw Zuo Weiyi walking down the stairs with an uncomfortable look on her face. It 

seemed that she did not dare to look Zuo Yi in the eye. 

How could she dare to look him in the eye? 

Yesterday, she had said angrily that she was going to stay at her grandpa’s place. The reason was 

definitely because she was angry with Shi Yuting. However, not even a day had passed, but the anger in 

her heart had already dissipated. It made her feel a little embarrassed. 

“Weiyi, what’s wrong with you?” Glancing at her awkward expression, Zuo Yi was a little confused. 

Didn’t the two of them reconcile last night? Did they quarrel again? 

It shouldn’t be that bad. 

Being called by her grandfather, Zuo Weiyi straightened her body. She looked up at him and said softly, 

“Grandpa.” 

“Come, come and sit.” Zuo Yi waved at her. 

Zuo Weiyi walked over. Her expression was still a little awkward. 

“Grandpa, I…” She wanted to say something but hesitated. 

Zuo Yi raised her eyebrows. “Hmm?” 



Chapter 488: When Will Xiangyi Return? 

Translator: EndlessFantasy Translation  Editor: EndlessFantasy Translation 

“I…” 

“She’s coming back to the mansion with me today.” 

She could not utter a single word for a while, so Shi Yuting decided to speak up for her. 

Zuo Yi paused for a moment before asking, “Why are you going back today?” 

“Why not?” 

“Can’t she stay here for a few more days?” 

“She’s been staying here for half a month.” 

In fact, if he and Uncle Yu had not eavesdropped outside the room last night, he had not planned to let 

her return to the old mansion just like that. 

More importantly, he did not want to have someone eavesdropping outside the door every night when 

he wanted her. He still needed his privacy. 

That was why he had decided to return to the old mansion the moment he woke up. 

Moreover, it was nearing the end of the year. No matter what, she was now the next mistress of the Shi 

family. She could not stay at her house of her maternal family all the time, right? 

That was what Shi Yuting thought. So after breakfast, he brought his wife back to the old mansion. 

Shen Lanzhi and Shi Nuannuan were extremely happy at her return. At the very least, it proved that she 

was no longer angry. 

There were still a few days before the New Year, and some of the migrant workers had already returned 

home for the New Year. However, Shi Yuting was still handling some major national affairs as usual. 

Because of Zuo Weiyi, the relationship between Shi Le and Zuo Yi seemed to have gradually improved. 

These days, either Zuo Yi came to look for Shi Le, or Shi Le went to look for Zuo Yi. The two of them 

played chess together. Although there were still some disputes sometimes, the relationship between 

the two was indeed much better than before. 

That morning, Shi Nuannuan managed to catch her brother before he went out. She could not help but 

ask, “Brother, about that… ” 

Looking at Shi Yuting who was changing his shoes at the entrance, Shi Nuannuan turned her head and 

looked at her mother and grandfather on the sofa. She had wanted to say something but hesitated. 

Then, she ran up to Shi Yuting and pulled him by the arm, asking in a low voice, “Brother, Xiangyi, has he 

really gone back to his hometown?” 

“Yes, he didn’t tell you?” 

Shi Nuannuan paused. 



She had mentioned it before, but there had been no news from him for the past few days. 

“He went straight back to his hometown after he finished dealing with Di Zun.” 

“Oh.” She said in disappointment. Then, she asked, “When will he come back?” 

“I don’t know.” Shi Yuting was expressionless as he looked at his sister. “I gave him at least half a 

month’s leave for the Spring Festival. Let’s see when he wants to come back.” 

Hearing this, Shi Nuannuan’s eyes widened and she exclaimed, “Half a month?!” 

Her overly shocked expression made him frown slightly. “Is there a problem?” 

“Brother, how could you give him such a long holiday?! Shouldn’t you be very busy after the New Year? 

Why did you give him such a long holiday?” Shi Nuannuan asked unhappily. 

No one knew why she was unhappy. 

On the sofa, Shen Lanzhi and Zuo Weiyi heard her overly intense voice and could not help but turn their 

heads to look at where the siblings were. 

Looking at her displeased expression, Shi Yuting’s long and narrow eyes lowered slightly. He then looked 

up with a calm expression. “He seems to have some matters to attend to.” 

“What is it?” She asked with a surprised expression. 

Shi Yuting looked at his sister in front of him and was silent for a few seconds. However, he did not 

answer her directly. Instead, he looked at the watch on his wrist and said, “I’m leaving.” 

Looking at his determined back, Shi Nuannuan was at a loss for words. 

When would Xiangyi come back? What was it that required him to stay in his hometown for half a 

month? 

Chapter 489: The Man Who Reached Out to Save Her 

“Nuannuan, your phone is buzzing.” 

Standing at the entrance, Shi Nuannuan was deep in thought when Shen Lanzhi’s voice suddenly called 

from the couch. 

Immediately after, she heard that familiar notification tone and quickly walked to the side of the coffee 

table. She picked up her phone and realized that it was a message from Xiang Yi! 

She had sent more than a dozen messages over the past few days, and he had finally replied! 

However, when she opened the message, the content was only three words: not sure yet. 

Not sure when he would be back? 

What exactly was he busy with? 

Holding her phone, Shi Nuannuan had a serious look on her face. Then, she replied: What Are you busy 

with in your hometown? 



After sending the message, Shi Nuannuan waited for a reply. However, after a few minutes, there was 

no response from her phone at all. 

… 

These past few days, Zuo Weiyi had been feeling a little unwell and was weak all over. It was unknown if 

it was because she had not slept well these past few days. 

Because these past few days, Shi Yuting seemed to have an endless amount of energy. Every night, he 

tormented her until midnight, causing her to not sleep well. 

She got out of bed, washed up, and went downstairs. 

Standing at the top of the stairs, she looked down and was surprised to find that the entire living room 

was actually empty. 

Strange, why did even the servants disappear? 

She frowned. This was the first time she saw no one in the living room, so she couldn’t help but feel a 

little strange. 

Without thinking too much, she went down the stairs. Unexpectedly, she misstepped and slid down the 

stairs. 

She was in shock! 

She thought that she would roll down the stairs, but in the next second, a hand suddenly reached out 

from her waist and pulled her back. Then, with a graceful turn, she fell into a pair of strong arms. 

She stood up straight and met a rather handsome face. 

But when she saw the face, Zuo Weiyi quickly pushed him away! 

As she was still standing right at the top and edge of the stairs, she suddenly stumbled, her foot missed a 

step and she fell back again 

“Ah!” She cried out in shock, her body desperately trying to find balance. 

At this moment, Shi Tiannan, who was standing in front of her, had no choice but to reach out again and 

pull her back. 

She steadied her body again, but Zuo Weiyi still pushed him away quickly. However, this time, she was 

more careful and did not slip again. Instead, she glanced at Shi Tiannan with her phoenix-like eyes, 

which were slightly cold. 

Shi Tiannan suddenly smiled, and there was a hint of flirtatious tease in his tone. “I finally understand 

why Shi Yuting is unable to extricate himself from you. Such an alluring figure is really a beauty in the 

eyes of every man.” 

His words made Zuo Weiyi feel a wave of disgust. 

What kind of person would say such words? Filthy! 



Zuo Weiyi shot him a cold glance. Saying another word would just be a waste a time, so she turned 

around and walked towards the first floor! 

However, her cold attitude was especially attractive to Shi Tiannan, who followed behind her and also 

went downstairs. 

“Tomorrow is the New Year, so all the servants in the castle will have a three-day holiday. It’s the same 

every year.” 

Shi Tiannan’s voice sounded behind her, as if she could see the confusion in her heart. 

However, Zuo Weiyi still ignored him and sat down on the couch. 

However, as soon as she sat down, Shi Tiannan also sat down, right next to her. 

She moved aside in disgust. She did not understand, why would Shi Tiannan, who seldom came back, 

come back today? 

Chapter 490: The Reckless Shi Tiannan 

Ever since he said that he liked Zuo Weiyi, he was hardly around, and Shi Le didn’t seem to care too 

much about this matter. 

Shi Le didn’t seem to be so harsh to Shi Tiannan compared to Shi Yuting, so he often didn’t come back. 

In Shi Le’s eyes, this was pretty normal. 

So all of a sudden, it was only her and Shi Tiannan in such a huge mansion. Zuo Weiyi felt as if she was in 

a horror movie. 

Where did Nuannuan and the others go? Why was Shi Tiannan the only one there? 

Thinking of being alone in a room with him, Zuo Weiyi felt more and more uncomfortable. In the end, 

she stood up and wanted to return to the room on the second floor. 

Why were there only her and Shi Tiannan in the huge mansion? Was she dreaming, or was all of this 

real? 

Why did she always feel uneasy? 

However, just as she stood up and wanted to pass Shi Tiannan, a force suddenly came from her wrist 

and pulled her fiercely. In an instant, she fell onto Shi Tiannan’s lap. 

She hated the close contact with Shi Tiannan and was angry due to embarrassment. “What are you 

doing?! Let go of me immediately!” 

She struggled, and all the things that he had done to her in the office on Di Zun’s top floor suddenly 

flashed in her mind! 

Shi Tiannan smiled and closed his eyes, sniffing the faint fragrance coming from her body. It was very 

intoxicating. 

“So fragrant!” He said with a smile. He tightly bound her to his legs, not intending to let go. 



“Shi Tiannan! I’m Shi Yuting’s wife. What on Earth do you want?! Let go of this instant!” She struggled, 

feeling extremely disgusted by Shi Tiannan’s embrace! 

She did not understand why Shi Tiannan would haunt and pester her at this moment! 

She was already Shi Yuting’s wife, yet he dared to touch her so brazenly! 

And the more she struggled, the more Shi Tiannan seemed to get excited. 

He only came back to get something, but he did not expect to find her alone in the entire house. 

Since he was young, he was interested in anything that belonged to Shi Yuting, including his woman. 

“Shi Yuting’s wife? Do you know that it’s precisely because you’re his wife that I’m particularly 

interested in you?” 

“BASTARD!” 

PA!! 

Instantly, she swung her hand and the clear sound of a slap echoed through the spacious living room, 

clean and satisfying to the ears. 

When he was distracted, Zuo Weiyi was about to get up and leave, but in the next second, she was 

ruthlessly pressed down on the couch by Shi Tiannan! 

“What are you doing? Let go of me!!” Zuo Weiyi roared with all her might as she met his scarlet and 

angry eyes. The fury in his eyes was clear! 

“Do you know? I have been slapped twice in my entire life. And were from you!” Shi Tiannan’s face was 

filled with fury as he trapped her on the couch. There was a hint of danger in his scarlet eyes! 

“If you like it, I can give it to you again!” Zuo Weiyi replied as she raised her hand and was about to slap 

him. 

This time, Shi Tiannan was prepared. He grabbed her raised wrist and sneered sarcastically, “Don’t you 

hate me enough? Well then, I’ll just make you hate me more!” 

After saying that, Shi Tiannan raised his hand and tore off the loose, large jacket she was wearing! 

 


